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Abstract 
Milner, E.C. and K. Prikry, A partition relation for triples using a mode1 of TodorkviC, 
Discrete Mathematics 95 (1991) 183-191. 
TodorceviC has shown that there is a ccc extension .4 in which MA,, + 2” = o2 holds and also 
in which the partition relation Oi * (w,, a)* holds for every denumerable ordinal LY. We show 
that the partition relation for triples 
0,+(02 + 1,4)3 
holds in the mode1 Jc1, and hence by absoluteness this is a theorem in ZFC. 
1. Introduction 
For an ordinal y, a positive integer r and linear order types q, qi (i < y), the 
partition relation 
43 + W&y (I- I) 
means that whenever (S,<) is an ordered set of order type tp(S) = y and 
(Ki: i < y} is a partition of [S]’ = {X c S: 1X(= r}, then there are i c y and T c S 
such that [T]’ E Ki and tp( T) = vi. In the case when y = 2 we write (1.1) as 
q+ ($Q, $J$, and the negation of this is expressed by replacing the arrow-+ by 
a nonarrow t, . 
Very few partiticn relations of this kind are known when r 2 3 and the order 
types are not cardinal numbers. Such relations were discussed in some detail in 
[5], and we proved in that paper that 
q-) (o + k, 4)3 U-2) 
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holds for any finite k and linear type cp which satisfies 
It was conjectured in [5] that the more general relation 
holds for all countable ordinals cy and finite m, but we were unable to extend our 
method of proof of (1.2) to establish either of the next simplest cases of the 
conjecture 
or 
019 (w2, 4)3, (I-4) 
eDI+ (0 + 2, 5)3. (I-5) 
In this paper we use some heavier artillery from [S] in order to prove that 
019 (w2 + 1, ,c)3, (l-6) 
which is slightly stronger than (1.4). 
Our proof of (1.2) for the case 47 = u)~ in [5] used the same type of argument 
employed by Baumgartner and Hajnal in [l]. Since 
or++ + k, 4)3 (l-7) 
is an absolute statement relative to a ccc extension, it is sufficient to prove this 
under the additional assumption that Martin’s Axiom MA,, holds. However, we 
could not prove (1.4) by using the same combinatorial tools. Here we will prove 
(1.6) using a model of TodorEevic. He proved [8] that there is a ccc extension .& 
in which MA,, holds, 2” = w2, and also in which the relation 
w- (w, a)’ (1.8) 
holds for all cy < ol. We prove that (1.6) holds in the model Ju and so, by 
absoluteness, (1.6) is a theorem of ZFC. Note that (1.8) is independent of the 
axioms of ZFC since, by an earlier result of Hajnal [3], CH implies that 
CC)~ -f, (ol, o + 2)“. Let us remark that we only use the special case of (1.8) when 
cy = co2 + 1; we were unable to obtain anything better by using the full strength of 
(1.8). Also, we should point out that the proof used in [5] to prove (1.7) could, by 
an argument due to Baumgartner and Hajnal, be adapted to prove (1.2) by using 
MA in place of MA,,. This argument does not allow us to extend in the same 
way our proof of (1.6) to the more general relation q 3 (~2 + 1, 4)3 for an order 
type satisfying (1.3). Thus, for example, whether or not the relation 
holds is still open, where A is the order type of the reals. 
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2. Notation and preliminary lemmas 
We use the standard notation [Xlcw to denote the set of all finite subsets of X. 
If (S, < ) is a linearly ordered set and x E S, then S( 2~) = { y E S: y 2 x}. Also, if 
X, Y are subsets of S, then we write X C Y if x < y holds for all x E X and y E: Y. 
If { Ki: i < y} is any partition of IS]‘, then we write 
Q!J E homog(Ki) 
if there is a subset T c S such that tp( T) = vi and T is homogeneous for the ciass 
Ki, i.e. if [T]’ c Kim For finite r, s and sets A, B, we denote by [A]’ @ [B]” the set 
ofallsubsetsXsAUBsuch that ]AnX]=rand (BnXl=s. 
We need the following easily proved consequence of Ramsey’s Theorem. 
Lemma 2.1, If rip kj are finite and J : [a~]” --* ki (i < w,), thzn there is a uniform 
ultrafilter ‘3% on w which contains an f;--homogeneous set ftir each i c 0,. 
Proof. Let cy < o1 and suppose that we have already constructed &-homogeneous 
sets Us for /3 < cy so that the intersection of any finite number of these is infinite. 
Then there is an infinite set X such tht X\U, is finite for each fi < cy, and by 
Ramsey’s Theorem [6] there is an &homogeneous set Up c X. The sets 
Ua ((u < ol) generate an ultrafilter %. 0 
We also need the following special case of Solovay’s Lemma (see e.g. [4, p. 
2871). 
Lemma 2.2. Assume MA,,. A” the sets Ai E [co]O (i < 0,) hdve the property that 
the intersection of any finite number of them is infinite, then there is an infinite set 
X c o such that XMi is finite for all i < ml. 
3. A proof of (1.6) 
We will use the same convention that was used in [5]; the letters A and B 
(possib!y with suffixes or superfixes or primed) will always denote subsets of o1 
which have respectively order types cc) and o1 under the induced ordering. 
As already observed in Section 1, it will be enough to prove that (1.6) holds in 
the model A, i.e. we may and do assume that MA,, holds and also that (1.8) 
holds with LY = 02 + 1. Let KO U K, be any partition of [w,13. We have to show 
that either 
or 
02 + 1 E homog(&) 
4 E homog(K,) 
(3.1) 
(3.2) 
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Le 3.1. Let A < B and assume that: 
(i) [Al2 @ [B]’ c Ko, 
(ii) the set (a E A: {a} U s E K,} is finite for each s E [B12, and 
(iii) (k E A U B)(VBI c B)(3B2 c B,)(Vs E [B212){x} Us E AI,-,. 
Then either (a) o E homog(K,), or (b) there is 2 c A U B such that tp(A n 2) = 
o, tp(B n 2) = o + 1 and [Z]” E KO (i.e. (3.1) or (3.2) holds). 
Proof. We will assume that (a) is false and deduce that (b) holds. Let 
B=(~,:cY<co~}, where b,<b,<-. We claim that there are cy < q, X E 
[A]” and YE [{6@: /3 < cu}]” such that 
and 
ix]’ @ [Y U {k}]‘c_ K,, (3.3) 
[ Y12 8 [ &}I’ c &,a (3.4) 
The lemma follows from the claim since, by Ramsey’s Theorem and the 
assumption that (a) is false, we can assume that X and Y are both K,,- 
homogeneous. Then by (i), (3.3) and (3.4) the lemma holds with 2 = X U Y U 
P 1 
kt LY < ml be fixed. We try to construct the sets X, Y to satisfy (3.3) and (3.4) 
in o steps as follows: Let n < cr) and suppose that we have already constructed 
n-element sets Xn c A and Y, E {b,: /3 < a} so that 
and 
[Xl1 @ [K u PcYH2 E Ko, P-5) 
Kz12 @ w&YH’ E Ko (34 
both hold. If possible we now select x, E AUi’, and y, E {bs: p < a}\Y, so that 
(3.5) and (3.6) remain true with Xn, Y, replaced respectively by Xn U {x,} and 
Y, U { y,}. If it is not possible to choose suitable x, and y,, the construction 
terminates and we define 
ncy=n, X”=X,, Y”= Y,. (3 7) . 
If, for some Q, this construction continues for infinitely many steps, then our 
claim is established. So we can assume th-_t n,, Xq and Y” are defined as above 
for all LY < ol. Now by Fodor’s theorem [2] there are a stationary set S c ol, an 
integer n E cr), and fixed n-element sets Xn and Y,, so that (3.7) holds for each 
a! E s. 
By a finite number of applications of the hypothesis (iii), it follows that there is 
an uncountable set T c S such that 
[X, u Yn]’ @ [ {ba: a E T}12 c Ko. 
Choose y, LY E T with y < a. By the hypothesis (ii), the set 
(34 
F=(EA:(~}USEK, for some s E [Yn U (b,, 6J2} 
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is finite and so we can choose a E A\(F U X,). Since a belongs to S it follows that 
(3.5) and (3.6) both hold, and these also hold with 6, in place of b, since y 
belongs to S. From these facts and (3.7) and by our choice of the element a, it is 
now a simple matter to check that (3.5) and (3.6) both hold with Xn replaced by 
Xn u {a} and Y, replaced by Y, U (6,). But this contradicts the fact that n, = n, 
since for Q! the above construction could be continued for at least one more 
step. 0 
The next lemma shows how we use the hypothesis that 
cr)1+ (w,, 02 + 1)” (3-9) 
holds in 4. 
Lemma 3.2. Assume that MA,, and (3.9) both hold. Let A, B c o1 be such that 
A < B and [A]* 8 [B]’ s &. Then either (3.1) or (3.2) holds. 
Proof. Let % be a uniform ultrafilter on A. For s E [B]* and i = 0 or 1, define 
Ai = {a E A: {a} U s E Kt }- Then either A,(s) or A,(s) belongs to %. Suppose 
that there is a subset Y c_ B having order type tp(Y) = 02 + 1 and such that 
A,(s) E % for all s E [Y]*. Then either [Y]” s KO and (3.1) holds, or there is 
t E [Y13n &. But in this latter case we can choose a E r){A,(s): s E [t]*}, and 
then [{a} U t13 c K1 and (3.2) holds. Therefore, we may assume that, whenever 
Y s B has order type ~2 + 1, then there is some pair s E [Y]’ such that A,(s) 
belongs to %. By (3.9) it follows that there is B’ c B such that A,(s) belongs to (4% 
for all s E [B’]*. Also, since MA,, holds, it follows by Lemma 2.2 that there is an 
infinite set A’ c A such that AU,(s) is finite for all s E [B’]*. Thus, replacing A 
by A’ and B by B’, we may assume that condition (ii) of Lemma 3.1 is satisfied. 
Fix an element x E A U B and a subset B1 c B and consider the partition 
[B1]* = LOU L1 in which s E L,, if and only if {x} Us E &,. If there is Y c B1 such - 
that Y has order type 02 + 1 and [Y]’ c L1, then, by the same argument that was 
used in the preceding paragraph, it follows that either [Y]” c KO, or there is 
t E [Y]” such that [{x} U t13 c K,; in either case the lemma follows. Therefore, we 
can assume that there is no such Y and so by (3.9) again, it follows that there is 
B2 c B1 such that {x} Us E K. for all s E [B2]*. In other words, the condition (iii) 
of Lemma 3.1 also holds. But condition (i) of that lemma holds by hypothesis, 
and so the result follows. 0 
Specker [7] proved that the partition relation 
a*- (02, m)’ (3.10) 
holds for any integer m. The next lemma is a strengthening of this under the 
assumption that MA,, holds. 
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Lemma 3.3. Assume MA,,. Let W. (i c o) be pairwise disjoint infinite sets, 
W=u{W:i<o} andletf,:[W] 2+ 2(ar c ol). Then there is an uncountable set 
B c o1 such that either (i) there are lo C 1, < l2 < l l l < CC) and sets Hi E [ Wt,]” (i < 
o) such that fa(s) = 0 f or all a! E B and s E U{[Hi]’ 8 [H,]‘: i <j < w}, or (ii) for 
any positive integer m, there are m integers lo c II c 8 l l < l,,,-1 and m sets 
Hi E [W,]” (i < m ) such that fa(s) = 1 for all c~ E B and s E IJ{[Hi]’ C9 [Hi]‘: i <j < 
m>* 
Remark. Specker’s Theorem corresponds to the case when I+$ = (5: wi s 5 s 
o(i + 1)) (i < o) and the fa (CY c ol) are all equal, say f& = f. In this case, 
if (i) holds then, by Ramsey’s Theorem, either there is an infinite set X 
contained in some Hi such that f(s) = 1 for all s E [Xl2 or, for each i there is an 
infinite set X contained in some Hi such that f(s) = 1 for all s E [Xl’ or, for each i 
there is a set Hi’ E [Hi]” such that f(s) = 0 for all s E [H12, where H = U{ Hi: i < 
w} has order type 02. On the other hand, if (ii) holds, then there is a set Y of 
cardinality m such that 1 Y fl Hi] = 1 (i < m) and [ Y12 c Kl. Of course, the relation 
(3.10) is absolute and so it follows that this holds in ZFC. In fact, the proof of the 
lemma given below contains a ZFC proof of Specker’s Theorem (see Remark (*) 
in the following proof). 
hoOf of Lema 3.3. Without loss of generality we may assume that Wi = 
{(i, j): i <j < o} (i < w). For each u! < ml define a function g, : [0]~+2~ as 
follows: If s = {a, b, c, d} where a <b <c < d < cr), then we set &s) = 
K(s), g%), g:(s)), where 
g:(s) =f&(Ua, b), (c, dU)J 
$6(s) =f,({(a, c>, !b? d)I)? 
g:(s) =fm(Ua* d), (69 c)>). 
By Lemma 2.1, there is a uniform ultrafilter % on w which contains a 
g,-homogeneous set for each LY < al, i.e. there are Cm E % such that g, is 
constant on [GJ4. By MA,, and Lemma 2.2, there is an infinite set G c_ cr) such 
that G\G, is finite for each a! < ml. It follows that there are a finite set E E u and 
an uncountable set B c_ crll such that G’ = G\F c G& holds for all cy E B. (Remark 
(*): In the case when the fa are all equal, then we may set G = G’ = GLy, and we 
do not need Lemma 2.2.) Replacing B by an uncountable subset if necessary, we 
may assume that the value of g, on [G’]” is constant for all m E B, say 
g,(s) = (iO, il, i2) for all a E B and s E [G’]“. 
Let L, (n < o) be infinite pairwise disjoint subsets of G’ and assume that li < lj 
holds for i <j < o, where 1, = min(L,). Put H, = {(I,, y): y E L,\{I,}} (n < 0). 
If i0 = il = i2 = 0, then (i) holds. For, if h=(l,,y&H,,h’=(I,,y,)EH, 
and m < n, then f,({h, h ‘}) = 0. 
If one or more of iO, il, i2 is equal to 1, then (ii) holds. We will verify this for 
the case when i2 = 1; the other cases are similar. Choose m2 integers y:~ L,\(L) 
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for 0 s r,~ < m so that 
1 m_~~y0,_~~-~~<y~I:<yJjl_z<*~=~ym,~~<...<y~<y~<...<y~-~ 
Then for QIE B, s<m, t<m and i<j<m, we have 
fa({(lit Yf), (lj, Yf)) =&(1,9 lj, J$9 J$))=i,= 1. 0 
We need one additional lemma. This result follows from Lemmas 3.1, 3.2, and 
5.2 of [S], but since it is essential for the present argument, and for the 
convenience of the reader, we give the proof. 
Lemma 3.4. Assume MA,,. Suppose that 
[Al2 @ [B]’ $ &, (3.11) 
whenever A, B c 6.1~. Then there are subsets A; (n < o) and B’ of ml such that 
A&A;<-<Bland 
[A&l2 @ [A; U B’]l c Kl 
holds for all m c n < o. 
Proof. By Lemma 2.1, for any A c ol, there is a uniform ultrafilter % on A such 
that, for each p E ol there are i(p) c 2 and A, E % such that [A,]‘@ [(p}]’ c 
K i@). By Lemma 2.2 there is an infinite subset X c A such that X\A, is finite for 
all p < ol. There is an uncountable set B c ol such that both XU, = F and 
i(p) = i are constant for all p E B. Thus, if we put A’ = X\F, then [A/l2 81 [B]’ z 
Ki. From the hypothesis (3.11) it follows that i = 1. It follows from this and a 
simple induction argument that there are subsets A, (n < w) such that A0 < A, < 
. . . and [A,J2 @ [A,$ c Kl holds for m c n < o. 
By Lemma 2.1 again, there is a uniform ultrafilter %,, on A, (n < o) such that 
for each p < wl there are i(n, p) < 2 and A(n, p) E Q,, such that [A(n, p)12 8 
HPH’ G K(n.p)* By the same argument as above, for each n there are only 
countably many p such that i(n, p) = 0. Hence there is B G ol such that 
i(n, p) = 1 for all n < cc) and all p E B. By Lemma 2.2, there is an infinite set 
Xn GA, such that X,\A(n, p) is finite for all p E B. 
For j E o, p E B and s E [B]‘” define 
F(j, P) = XjM(j, P), F(j, s) = U{F(j, a): CJCS} 
Now consider the set P of all ordered pairs (n, s) such that n E w, s E [B]‘” and 
B(n, s) = {p E B: F( j, p) c F( j, s) for all j s n} 
is uncountable. We order P by the rule that (n, s) s (n, , sI ) if and only if 
n s nl, s c sl and s,\s c B(n, s). Note that this implies that 
Xj n n {A(j, o): o E S} = Xj n n {A( j, a): CJ E ~1) 
holds for all j s n. 
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We claim that P is ccc, i.e. if Q is an uncountable subset of P, then there are 
ql, q2 in Q and p E P such that q, 6 p and q2 s p. To see this, for any 
p = (n, S) E P, define jj = (&, 4, . . . , F, ), where F; = F(j, s). Since there are 
only countably many sequences of this kind, it follows that there are distinct 
elements q1 = (n, sl) ad q2 = {n, s2) in Q which have a common first term and 
are such that cl1 =ij2. Put s =sr Us2, p = (n, s). Since F(j, s) = F(j, si) = 
F(j, s2) for j G n, it follows that p E P and q1 s p and q2 s p. 
For k < o and p c ol, the sets 
i&={(n,s)EP:nd) and S$,=((n,s)~P:s\p#0} 
are cofinal in (P, s ) since, for a given element (n, s) E P there is an 
uncountable set B’ c_ B(n, s) such that F(rr, a) = 4 for all j 4 m = max(n, k) and 
for all DEB’, and so (n,s)s(m,sU(cu})E9kn8f” for aeB’and cu>p. By 
MA,, there is an ideal 5 c P which has a non-empty intersection with all the !& 
and gp. Since 9 has non-empty intersection with all gp, it follows that B’ = U(s: 
(n, s) E 3 for some n } is uncountable. 
For k < o choose any (n, s) E 9& n 3 and define 
A; = Xk n f-J {A&, 0): o ES). 
Note that this definition of Ai does not depend upon the particular choice of 
(n, s). For, if (m, t} E Bk n Z& then there is a common upper bound of these two 
elements (I, r) E Z& TI 9, and then 
x,nn(A(k,o):crEs}=x~nn{A(k,a):aEt}=x~nn{~(k,a):aE~} 
NOW for any k < o and p E B’, there is some (n, s) E 9 such that n b k and 
p E s. Since AJ, E A(k, p) and i(k, p) = 1, it follows that [ALI 63 [{p}]' C_ &. Cl 
We now conclude the proof that (1.6) holds in JU. 
If there are A, B c o1 such that [Al2 $3 [B]’ c Ktr, then the result follows 
immediately from Lemma 3.2. Therefore, we may assume that 
(3.12) 
whenever A, B c ml. Then by Lemma 3.4 there are sets A, (n < o) and B such 
that A,<A, < l l l < B and such that 
[AmI2 @[An U B]’ E K, (3.13) 
holds for m <n c to. By Lemma 3.3 (with m = 2), we can assume that either (i) 
there are infinite subsets Al c Ai (i < o) such that {a,, a,,, 6) E K. whenever 
a, E A&, a, E AL, b E B and m <n, or (ii) there are HO E [Ao12, HI E [All2 such 
that {ho, hl, b} E K1 whenever hi E Hi (i ~2) and b E B. If (i) holds then we 
contradict (3.12) by choosing a set A such that IA n Ai1 = 1 for all i < cr). So we 
may suppose that (ii) holds. But in this case, since (3.13) holds, we have that 
[Y13 c &, where Y is a 4-element set such that Ho c Y, 1 Y n HII = 1 and 
IY n B) = 1, and so (3.2) holds. 0 
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